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About This Game

Storyline:

The unlucky traveler left literally for 5 minutes the ship on the planet of woolly beings, and has gone on a visit to the next
system. Having returned through couple of tens of thousands years, haven't found the ship on the place - woolly beings during

this time have strongly grown bald and have slightly grown wiser.
(it is necessary to tell that the ship has been intended for intergalactic flights and the engine radiated any bad waves - the

mutations which have caused in natives).
The grown wiser natives have dragged and have hidden a find, and also by means of scrap and something else tried to crack the

ship - but the security system has worked, and in a radius of 50 miles all live has undergone regress - the return evolution.

Gameplay:

Classic style shooter with sci-fi elements and interactive environment. One level - one life. No savings. No any artificial
restrictions of movement in location.

Shoot or die. No script's movie scenes and slomo. Day/night cycle.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2500 MB available space
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Dis is a really clever kind of platform indie game dis game needs to be known by everybody is so cool play 4 lfe. Do you like
Zombies?. Some voice is missing, bug or rush?
What about the refining system????

\u90e8\u5206\u8bed\u97f3\u7f3a\u5931\uff0c\u662fbug\u8fd8\u662f\u8d76\u5de5\uff1f
\u53e6\u5916\u70bc\u91d1\u7cfb\u7edf\u5462\uff1f\uff1f\uff1f\uff1f. Fortix 2 improves upon the arcade-strategy formula of
the original Fortix, and adds a few new twists to the gameplay. The new game has maps that really force you to rethink your
gameplay style.

Fortix 2 also features a better menu interface. One that is comfortable to use on the PC - a problem that the first game had.

Fortix 2 includes the maps from Fortix, although gameplay is subtly different in this version (specifically: the way that you
capture castles has changed). The first game gives you a lot of gameplay for just $0.99, but if you like, you can skip the original
and play its levels in Fortix 2.

Good game! I really enjoy playing this.. AN AMAZING GAME

Somehow I was about to lose this "little" gem. Fortunately, Steam, for once, did his job and recommended it to me.

THE GAME

Starting the game you can choose between Leon (Magician) and Ancoran (Ranger). After a short but useful tutorial, the
prologue begins. The choices you make will influence the whole story. Little spoiler: who would not want a dragon ally?

At the end of the prologue the second phase begins, where you will be free to choose one of the four characters.

One thing I liked a lot is the alternative stories, discovering them and seeing what would have changed is really a lot of fun.

POSITIVES

- truly epic illustrations

- Music comparable to the soundtrack of a film

- History well written and full of twists

DOWNSIDES

- it's very easy to die, if you forget to use a manual rescue you're screwed

- some Steam trophies are challenging

In conclusion: The Ballad Singer is really a game to try, the experience is really good. Prepare a tea (in my case whiskey) and
admire the illustrations while the narrator tells you the story!. Very bland game! There are better flash games for free like Bullet
Heaven.

Low contrast of background with the action plane (enemies,bullets and you)

Scients dialogue ocupies part of the screen... mosty the part where you will be when doding his first atacks
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Didn't find the configuration to play with keyboard or adjust the mouse\/controller controls and sensivity, didn't find fullscreen
button too.

Very bland normal enemies patterns... you will get bored already in level 3 (of 12). like this simple game.
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YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR PRICE AND THE BUILD IS STABLE AND IT WORKS

PREFACE: I love Gish, it's one of my favorite games, this review is specifically about the steam version.

Sigh.

This is legitimately one of my favorite platforming games, and it's very fun and entertaining. Edmund wasn't ~amazing~ at
making games yet, and it shows, but there's a lot of value here. The level design is cool (most of the time) and the music and
stuff is all nice. Controlling Gish was quite fun and once you got the hang of it you could get him to do really neat things. You
could throw enemies across the screen, do really cool parkour-esque platforming and tricks and stuff to get through levels
quickly.

You've got to look past a few flaws, though. The unique platforming mechanics are hard to get used to it's turned many people
away from the game, keeping them from giving this more than an hour or two of attention. I understand this. It's not a game for
everybody. It's not rewarding enough for most people to warrant all of the trial and error, I think. Despite this, It's one of my
favorite platformers and I love it.

At least, I used to love it.

Gish was recently updated. The achievements are now working, which is cool, but the game itself has gone completely to hell.
You can now instantly kill yourself by moving the wrong way, or by squishing yourself against the ground or a rock, or by
moving too quickly through a tight space. I've recently been playing the game for like an hour and a half and I killed myself
dozens of times. Right now, the game is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mess and it's almost unplayable. I don't know if
Crypric Sea are planning on fixing this or not, but as of right now, this game is terrible. It's a shame, because I really loved it a
lot. If they fix the engine to where you aren't commiting suicide every 15 seconds, I'll change my review and I'll most likely play
the game again and enjoy it thoroughly. Until then, forget about it.. It's a decent game overall. The game is on the rails meaning
you just follow where the game takes you. You'll be shooting aliens, bugs and fighting some "bosses". The AI isn't interactive
per say but they look good and are with you most of the time making it feel like you're with a team. (The captain is a female,
and if you grab her boob she does a funny animation. It's like the makers assumed players would do that :D) It's rather short
though, but good fun. The beginning pistol they give you made my fingers hurt though since its single tap and the aliens swarm
you. If you like wave shooters, this is a solid game.. it says i have it but i cant find a way to install it. An oldie but a goodie..
What an amazing rhythm action game. Great variety of music and instruments. Like Rock Band without all the set up and bits of
plastic taking up your whole house. It's crashed a couple of times on me (music continues but I'm on the steam loading screen)
but that doesn't matter as it's short goes and only takes a moment to reload.
Oh, and it works with Rift perfectly, they should advertise that.
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Edit: doesn't seem to crash anymore. Now I like it even more!!! Just buy this game, it's incredible!!!
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